Revamp your dated, drafty fireplace by installing a gas fireplace insert. From a simple swap to a whole hearth remodel, a beautiful, warm and easy-to-use fireplace is within reach.

“With the gas insert, not only did it create a new stunning focal point of our home, but we also love the ease and can enjoy it with the click of a button.”

— Katie Kurtz
Designer and Licensed Realtor
Say bye-bye to the outdated look of brass, and hello to an updated fireplace that you’ll be proud to gather around.

A gas fireplace insert fits inside of your existing wood-burning fireplace opening and uses natural gas or propane to create a beautiful fire at the touch of a button. By replacing your wood fireplace with a gas fireplace, you can boost heating efficiency from around 15 percent with wood to around 70 percent with gas. This means more fuel is converted into usable heat and you stay warmer.

Restore the beauty and warmth of your fireplace with a gas fireplace insert in as little as a day, starting at an affordable price of $3,500 fully installed. You can also upgrade your fireplace with many features to fit your style.

We couldn’t be happier with the gas insert conversion for our fireplace. It’s beautiful, full of features and has already given us so much enjoyment”

—Sandy F.

A gas fireplace insert can increase your heating efficiency from 15% to 70%
Make it work for your home.

You can choose to remodel your whole hearth and update the entire look with new stone and mantel. We have many beautiful options and our authorized Heat & Glo dealers will handle the entire project for you.

Just looking to seal up drafts and update the fireplace? Seven out of ten homeowners choose to install a gas fireplace insert without doing a complete remodel – they simply add a gas fireplace insert and enjoy the warmth, ease and updated look.

7 out of 10 Homeowners install a gas fireplace insert without a complete remodel

Updating made easy.

Whether you have an existing masonry or manufactured wood fireplace, either of these types of wood-burning fireplaces can be replaced with a gas fireplace insert. Not sure what type of fireplace, but know it needs to change? Our authorized dealers can help you discover the best options for updating your old fireplace.
No major remodel required.

Visit a Heat & Glo authorized dealer showroom to get a close-up look and choose the perfect gas fireplace insert for your home. They’ll work around your life to conveniently schedule your installation, which can often be done in as little as a day.* Larger projects may require additional visits to your home, which could include: building inspection, permits, chimney sweep, electrical work, and stone masons. You can trust our experts to handle every detail for you.

A gas fireplace insert can be installed in as little as 1 day

**SIMPLE REPLACEMENT PROCESS**

1. Take measurements and photos of the inside of your fireplace. Measure the opening for width and height. Or better yet, call a local authorized dealer to do it for you.

2. Visit a showroom to see Heat & Glo gas fireplace inserts in person, get advice from hearth experts and find the right model for your home.

3. Sit back while a local authorized dealer professionally installs your gas fireplace insert, typically in less than a day.*

*May take longer if hearth is resurfaced with new stone/brick

“Shown: Supreme gas fireplace insert by Heat & Glo

We added a Heat & Glo insert and it completely transformed the space. It easily solved the chill issue, but we didn’t expect it to look so stunning! Now it’s the best room in the home – I just wish we would have done it years ago.”

- Joe E.
Seal out the cold for good.

Open masonry wood-burning fireplaces are a leading source of indoor air loss and draft, even more so than windows and doors. Cold air can come in because your fireplace isn’t sealed shut.

In fact, old wood fireplaces waste up to $200 in energy costs each year. Add another $200 for chimney cleaning and keep adding if you purchase your wood. Keep your cash and save time with a gas fireplace insert.

SO MANY REASONS TO SWITCH

**WOOD-BURNING**
- Hauling/stacking wood
- Outdated style
- Risk from wood fire sparks
- Dirty soot, ashes and odor
- Drafty and inefficient
- Rarely used

**GAS FIREPLACE INSERT**
- Real fire with easy remote control on/off
- Updated style and design
- Protective glass and screen
- Clean and mess-free
- Air tight – stops cold drafty air
- Hassle-free enjoyment

Find a Heat & Glo dealer near you at heatnglo.com/wheretobuy